
The stories in this book are those of writers from all over 
the world and offer a marvellous dream of what Australia 
could be: a country able to embrace the world’s humanity 
with all of its cultures.

But Australia is yet to reconcile its illegal occupation 
and dismal history of dealing with its Aboriginal people. 
This history of dispossession and oppression persists, and 
the circumstances of this history of injustice can be read 
in newspapers on a daily basis. This shameful legacy is 
inherited by each person who arrives in this country to 
live, calling Australia home.

Each day of life is difficult for thousands of Aboriginal 
people – a sovereign people of the land on which we live, 
who remain the cultural and spiritual custodians for this 
country, its wellbeing and all who dwell within it.

In our tradition, we have always been a story people 
through our laws and through the storytelling legacy we 
keep and respect. It is these stories that have strongly shaped 
our place within the long history of land we identify as ours.

Valuing our Indigenous stories as we do allows us to be 
open to those from other cultures. By reading each other, 
we grow our ability to understand, to acknowledge and 
to share one another’s joy, hope, grief, loss, and for many, 
the predicament of losing homes, lands, community, family 
and country. We are all people of stories.

Our stories define who we are and what we want 
to become, just as it was the stories of our ancestors that 
formed the basis of Aboriginal law, spiritual beliefs and  
an understanding of how to maintain a relationship with 
the land.

It is a basic need for all humans to be offered hands 
in friendship, to be offered shelter and to live in peace 
with a sense of security. This is how we can welcome and 
acknowledge all stories, and give them hearth in our hearts. 
It would not be within us for it to be otherwise.

ALEXIS WRIGHT
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Australia is deep in the throes of expanding 
multiculturalism. While newspaper ink and pixels 
are spilled daily in an attempt to make sense of its 
complex tangle of issues, literary responses to Australian 
immigration are far rarer. Never before has there been 
published a collection of the experiences and insights of 
expatriate authors responding personally to this question 
of Australian cultural diversity – not simply as grist for the 
headlines or a panel on Q&A, but sharing the real effects 
of uprooting their lives to make Australia their home. 

Joyful Strains reflects the ethnic diversity that has 
grown as swiftly in the arts as it has in the Australian 
national census. The writers in this anthology share their 
stories of migration – by turns harrowing and joyful, 
hilarious and profound – in bewitching detail. Their 
motivations for relocating to this ‘lucky country’, and 
how their native cultures add to and contrast against the 
dynamics of Australian life, are the essence of this book.

As expatriates ourselves, we know what it means to 
tear away from bonds of home and family to start over 
in a new country. Like this book’s contributors, we too 

EDITORS’ NOTE

turned our lives upside down to move here, from New 
York City and Chicago – cities that have been inspirational 
destinations for people the world over for nearly two 
centuries. Coming from the United States – much like 
Australia, a nation built by the striving of immigrants, 
with a complex and difficult colonial history – we found 
ourselves thinking about the experience of expatriation, 
in not only our own lives, but those of others who faced 
far different experiences. How much harder is it, for 
example, for those who don’t speak English fluently? 
How do other expats adjust to Australian life? How do 
things from daily trivialities to profoundly emotional 
events challenge expatriates’ perceptions of ‘home’? 

We chose to move here, but many of the writers in 
this collection were not blessed with the same freedom. 
Although the title refers to ‘expats’, the terms ‘refugee’ 
or ‘political exile’ are more applicable to some of the 
contributors. Others were at the mercy of their parents’ 
decisions. 

We wanted to give native-born Australians an 
outsider’s insight into their country. A national literature 
needs to encompass all Australian stories to truly reflect 
the modern nation we have become – no matter how we 
got here.

KENT MacCARTER and ALI LEMER
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They spoke of intense isolation, of lost hope and meaning.
I have witnessed many examples of emotional swings 

in recent years in my encounters with recently arrived 
asylum seekers. Iraqi Amal Basry survived the SIEV X 
sinking on 19 October 2001, by clinging to a body for 
over twenty hours. Three hundred and fifty-three men, 
women and children drowned on that ill-fated voyage en 
route to Christmas Island. Amal’s trauma was compounded 
by a system of temporary visas that perpetuated her state 
of limbo. On hearing the news she had received her 
permanent visa, she exclaimed, ‘I am a free woman in a 
free country.’ Yet almost every night she would awaken 
from a suffocating dream of being back in the water.

Years after arriving as a child with her family in flight 
from Vietnam, Chi Vu writes of her sense of awe at the 
consequences of having been a refugee: ‘my family and 
I could have all easily died at sea, no problem, no trace, 
unable to be found, as was the fate of up to half a million 
of our contemporaries.’ 

Yet there are saving graces, strange new hybrids: 
my mother, a performer of Yiddish songs pre-war – 
English was her sixth language – singing When Irish 
Eyes Are Smiling, as she goes about her household 
chores. And comical incidents, inspired by seemingly 
trivial misunderstandings. Soon after their arrival, Vu’s 
family are perplexed by the NO STANDING sign at 
the bus stop outside their Melbourne hostel; her father is 
dismayed at the thought they had risked their lives for a 
more repressive regime than they had fled.

Apart from Australia’s Indigenous peoples, we are all 
descendants of expatriates. The title of the collection – 
with its sly allusion to the national anthem – is apt. For 
immigrants adjusting to a new life, the pendulum swings 
between joy and strain, and at the extremes between 
trauma and moments of elation. Making a home in a 
new country is a daunting task, unique in its trajectory 
for each individual who undertakes the journey.

When I envisage the emotional swings endured by 
my parents, the first image that comes to mind is of them 
making their way through the streets of Carlton to the 
community centre, for a night of Yiddish theatre. There 
was a sense of celebration in the crowded foyer. Many 
present were survivors of the horrors of war. They spent 
the weekdays in factories, milk bars, at market stalls, on 
building sites, and in embryonic businesses, but on this 
night they felt at home. The pendulum swings to the 
opposite extreme, and I relive my mother’s rages at the 
fate of her murdered loved ones, compounded by her 
longing for the Polish–Jewish community she had been 
a part of pre-war. Her rages were visceral and disturbing. 

ARNOLD ZABLE
Introduction 
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Vu, like other authors featured in this anthology, 
is both a skilled writer and an expatriate. The twenty-
seven pieces include, as JM Coetzee stated after reading 
this collection, ‘gems of the memoirist’s art’. The 
secret lies in the detail, in the writers’ alertness to the 
textures of everyday life and their contemplation of their 
experiences. 

There are ‘moments of being’, as Virginia Woolf called 
them, that enable a reader to comprehend the fluctuating 
perceptions of home experienced by expatriates. Ghassan 
Hage’s seminal essay pivots on such a moment. While 
standing in the unkempt backyard of the Bathurst house 
in which his Lebanese grandparents once lived, Hage 
discerns ‘three unmistakable forms: a fig tree, an olive 
tree and a pomegranate tree – the holy Mediterranean 
trinity’. He derives from this episode an expected sense 
of belonging, one that shifts his sense of Australia beyond 
its compromised colonial past.

Arriving from England in 1988 as a vacationer, Mark 
Dapin immediately relishes the chance to reinvent himself 
and rewrite the ‘wasted years’. His life proves far more 
successful than he could have imagined, ‘but I’d needed 
to leave home to make it happen. I had to leave myself 
behind.’ Chris Flynn is able to shake off his typecast Irish 
past and launch ‘the new, sleek, bald version of Flynn 2.0 
into the void’. While the move from rural Swaziland to 
suburban Perth was a confronting experience for Malla 
Nunn, her parents quickly saw ‘what Australia lacked: the 
signs posted at every junction telling individuals of every 

race group where to stand, where to eat and where to 
sleep.’ Roanna Gonsalves reflects upon the intermittent 
horrors inflicted upon minority groups in India that 
drove her family to seek refuge elsewhere. Yet she is 
also acutely sensitive to a history of race conflict in the 
new country, and in choosing to make Australia home, 
sees herself as complicit in perpetuating the inequality 
between Indigenous and non-indigenous people.

After decades of moving between China and 
Australia, Ouyang Yu defines himself as ‘a wandering 
expatriate’. He draws on piaobo, a Chinese verb that 
denotes a state of drifting-anchoring. ‘When shall I get 
back to my country?’ he asks. ‘Probably never, because 
I am already in my country, the one in my mind.’ 
Bangladeshi Adib Khan coins the expression, ‘polygamy 
of place’, and celebrates the knowledge gained from 
living simultaneously in two countries. In a similar vein, 
Burmese–Canadian expatriate Michelle Aung Thin 
is ‘well versed in seeing two places at once – West and 
East; new and old; bog-ordinary and impossibly exotic. 
But double vision is also double-edged. When you see 
double, committing to one place isn’t so easy.’ 

In a daring move, Catherine Rey burns her bridges in 
forsaking France, mid-life, for Australia. She contemplates 
the challenges of living in two tongues and discovers her 
writer’s voice in a synthesis between the two. Michael 
Sala is also pulled in two directions. When in Australia, 
his family focused on what they saw as the cultural depth 
of Holland, but when they returned to Holland, they 
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recalled the open space and potential for reinvention in 
the new land. Meg Mundell has made a good life here, 
and professes a fondness for the adopted country. But she 
remains homesick for New Zealand and is disturbed by 
the dismissive attitudes Australians have towards Kiwi 
culture. Deborah Carlyon casts a critical eye on both 
her Papua New Guinean homeland and Australia, and 
the uneasy relationship their men have with women. 
In her riveting tale, Amy Espeseth reveals the specific 
reason she is afraid to return from her adopted Australia 
to rural Wisconsin. Her predicament is compounded by 
the physical distance between the two locations, and the 
sense of isolation it fosters.

The noisy, smoky wet kitchens of Makassar in 
Indonesia present a sharp contrast to the kitchens that 
Lily Yulianti Farid encounters in Australia. Her nostalgia 
is tempered by the increasing range of homeland 
ingredients that can be obtained in the cosmopolitan city 
that Melbourne has become. It takes several journeys 
between Australia and Fiji before Shalini Akhil finds 
her place in a Melbourne suburb that caters to the tastes 
of many lands. Observing food markets in the same 
western suburbs, Alice Pung witnesses a harsher reality 
– the ongoing struggle to make good, and the price the 
immigrant pays to feel secure. The market appears exotic 
to cultural tourists, but they ‘do not see the missing 
fingers from meat slicers, the feet ruined by vats of hot oil 
accidentally spilled, the hacking coughs from inhaling 
the floating mites of polyester fibres’.

While depicting the merciless taunts and brutalities 
of the schoolyard, Dmetri Kakmi finds solace in his 
television heroes. Kakmi has a talent for seeing the 
world through the eyes of the immigrant child he once 
was. Iranian Ali Alizadeh is bullied by the schoolyard 
mob in regional NSW. Racism and xenophobia thwart 
his efforts to feel at home. His burden is compounded 
by the torments of unrequited love, and the conflicting 
pressures of alternating between the cultures of school 
and home.

In contrast, Diane Armstrong’s and Hsu-Ming Teo’s 
childhood transitions to new lives are made bearable 
by small kindnesses. Both are acutely aware of the 
freedom they experience in Australia, as compared to, 
in Armstrong’s case, the horrors she had endured as a  
hidden Jewish child in Poland, and in Teo’s case, the 
strictures of her Malaysian childhood. ‘He was my 
favourite teacher,’ she writes of the guitar-strumming 
Mr Lyne, ‘because he showed me that I didn’t have to 
be afraid.’ Samina Yasmeen feels unexpectedly at home 
when she arrives from Pakistan as a student in 1979. 
But after the collapse of the Twin Towers on 9/11, an 
unfamiliar ‘darkness rolled overhead’, causing a radical 
shift in the way she is perceived. For Paola Totaro, school 
life as an Italian kid in a Sydney neighbourhood in the 
early 1970s was a ‘ jarring mix of joy and trepidation’.

In her challenging essay, Maria Tumarkin expresses 
fatigue at being defined by her immigrant status years 
after settling in Australia: ‘I am a post-migrant, even 
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though the beast, the accent, is still there – thick and 
sticky on my off days, impossible to peel off.’ Val  
Colic-Peisker is also tired of the question, ‘Where do 
you come from?’ After return visits home, she becomes 
less enamoured of status-conscious Croatia, and a fan of 
Australia’s laissez-faire attitudes to expression and dress. 
Canadian-born Danny Katz resorts to biting satire in 
expressing his fatigue with the political correctness that 
can characterise the immigrant story.

Yet the story matters. It matters a lot. The last words  
of my introduction go to Juan Garrido-Salgado. As 
refugees from Pinochet’s brutal dictatorship, Garrido-
Salgado and his family struggle to adjust to suburban 
Adelaide. Slowly they find kindred spirits who share  
their passion for social justice. They learn of the 
dispossession upon which the new land was founded and 
begin to connect with Indigenous peoples. They visit 
Baxter detention centre and see the injustices inflicted 
upon a new generation of asylum seekers. Through 
sharing their concern for the outcast they find common 
ground. Juan concludes: ‘This is now my land too.’

PEN Melbourne is delighted to be a patron of 
this collection. The writers in this anthology offer 
insights that reflect the aspirations and vision of PEN 
International. As the PEN charter affirms, literature 
knows no boundaries. PEN was founded on the premise 
that the written word is precious.

Good writing transports us across borders and 
cultures. In sharing our tales, we come to recognise 

both our differences and what unites us. There cannot 
be one without the other. In acknowledging our 
uniqueness, and the varied ways in which succeeding 
generations of expatriates have adjusted to the new 
country, we discover what we have in common. The 
specific story mirrors our humanity.
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